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ABSTRACT
We have performed two-dimensional multicomponent decomposition of 144 local barred spiral galaxies using
3.6 μm images from the Spitzer Survey of Stellar Structure in Galaxies. Our model fit includes up to four
components (bulge, disk, bar, and a point source) and, most importantly, takes into account disk breaks. We find
that ignoring the disk break and using a single disk scale length in the model fit for Type II (down-bending) disk
galaxies can lead to differences of 40% in the disk scale length, 10% in bulge-to-total luminosity ratio (B/T), and
25% in bar-to-total luminosity ratios. We find that for galaxies with B/T  0.1, the break radius to bar radius,
rbr/Rbar, varies between 1 and 3, but as a function of B/T the ratio remains roughly constant. This suggests that in
bulge-dominated galaxies the disk break is likely related to the outer Lindblad resonance of the bar and thus moves
outward as the bar grows. For galaxies with small bulges, B/T < 0.1, rbr/Rbar spans a wide range from 1 to 6. This
suggests that the mechanism that produces the break in these galaxies may be different from that in galaxies with
more massive bulges. Consistent with previous studies, we conclude that disk breaks in galaxies with small bulges
may originate from bar resonances that may be also coupled with the spiral arms, or be related to star formation
thresholds.
Key words: galaxies: evolution – galaxies: formation – galaxies: fundamental parameters – galaxies:
photometry – galaxies: spiral – galaxies: structure
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1. INTRODUCTION
The structural components of a galaxy evolve over cosmic
time. Their present-day properties provide important clues to
their formation and evolutionary history and provide strong
constraints for cosmological simulations seeking to reproduce
realistic galaxy disks. One key tool in quantifying the structure
of disks is its radial surface brightness profile. Typically galaxy
disks have been modeled with a single exponential function
(Type I, Freeman 1970). However, van der Kruit (1979) found
that some edge-on galaxies showed sharp edges in their radial
surface brightness profile with a truncation radius of a few disk
scale lengths (van der Kruit & Searle 1981). A number of recent
studies of face-on galaxies (Pohlen et al. 2002; Erwin et al. 2005,
2008; Pohlen & Trujillo 2006; Gutie´rrez et al. 2011; Maltby
et al. 2012a; Mun˜oz-Mateos et al. 2013) and edge-on galaxies
(Comero´n et al. 2012; Martı´n-Navarro et al. 2012) have found
that instead of a sharp truncation there is a change in the slope
of the radial surface brightness profile; the light profile is better
modeled with two components—an inner and outer disk with
different scale lengths. The transition between the two profiles
is often referred to as the “break” in the profile. Galaxies with
a down-bending light profile with a shallower inner disk and
a steeper outer disk are referred to as Type II, and those with
an up-bending profile with a steeper inner disk and a shallower
outer disk are referred to as Type III (see, e.g., Pohlen et al.
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2002; Erwin et al. 2005; Hunter & Elmegreen 2006; Pohlen &
Trujillo 2006).
For NGC 4244 and NGC 7793, breaks are found in all
stellar populations at the same position (de Jong et al. 2007;
Radburn-Smith et al. 2012), though changes in the slope at the
break are different among stellar populations, with a milder
transition in older stellar populations (Radburn-Smith et al.
2012). Indeed, numerical simulations (Rosˇkar et al. 2008;
Sa´nchez-Bla´zquez et al. 2009) expect that through radial stellar
migrations older stars will show shallower radial profiles,
because older populations are subject to scattering for longer.
This explains the U-shaped color profile, with a minimum at
the break radius, found in face-on Type II galaxies (Bakos et al.
2008). However, Martı´n-Navarro et al. (2012) could not confirm
this kind of color profile in edge-on galaxies, presumably
because of the increased role of dust extinction in edge-on
galaxies.
A significant fraction of disks have double exponential
profiles. Gutie´rrez et al. (2011) gathered data from two studies
(Pohlen & Trujillo 2006; Erwin et al. 2008) and reported that
21%, 50%, and 38% of disks (Hubble types from S0 to Sm)
have a Type I, II, and III profiles, respectively. Furthermore, they
found that 8% of galaxies show two breaks with a composite
profile, Type II + III (the total percentage is higher than 100%
because they count composite Type II + III profiles twice in their
Type II and Type III fractions). They also found a trend that Type
II disks increase from 25% in S0 galaxies to 80% in Sd and Sm
galaxies, while Type I disks decrease from 30% in early-type
spirals to 10% in late-type spirals.
Given that such a high fraction of disks has a break in
their radial profile, it is critical to account for the disk break
when decomposing and modeling galaxies. We note that in the
literature the terms “break” and “truncation” are often used
interchangeably to refer to the location at which the radial
light profile changes its slope. However, we will use the term
“break” to refer to the feature that occurs well inside the disk
that we focus on for this study and use the term “truncation” to
refer to the characteristic feature in edge-on disks that occurs
farther out (see Martı´n-Navarro et al. 2012 for details on breaks
and truncations). This approach of considering breaks and
truncations as fundamentally different entities is supported by
recent work by S. P. C. Peters et al. (in preparation), who study
deep imaging from the Stripe82 region of Sloan Digital Sky
Survey (SDSS) for 22 nearby, face-on spiral galaxies. They find
that breaks occur in almost all galaxies at μr ∼ 23 mag arcsec−2,
but truncations occur in only 23% (5/22) of their galaxies at
μr ∼ 27 mag arcsec−2 and are only visible in galaxies where
a stellar halo is not detected. Due to projection effects, the
truncation occurs at much higher surface brightness levels in
edge-on galaxies, which explains why they were seen in such
galaxies already decades ago (e.g., van der Kruit 1979).
1.1. The Origin of Breaks
Several theories have been proposed to explain the physical
origin of disk breaks. Van der Kruit (1987) suggested that the
break occurs at the radius of the maximum angular momentum
of the protogalactic cloud in the course of galaxy formation.
Kennicutt (1989) proposed that breaks can arise where the
density of gas in the disk falls below a critical threshold
beyond which stars cannot form. Elmegreen & Parravano (1994)
and Schaye (2004) suggested that the break happens where
there is a phase transition of the interstellar medium between
cool and warm phases. Elmegreen & Hunter (2006) suggested
that in outer disks, where the average gas column density is
below the critical threshold, stars may still form from turbulent
compression and other dynamical processes. Thus, even in a
galaxy with a single exponential gas distribution the different
star formation modes can lead to a double exponential with a
shallower inner disk and a steeper outer disk. Using N-body
simulations, Debattista et al. (2006) proposed that breaks can
occur as a result of angular momentum redistribution induced
by non-axisymmetric structures such as bars. Foyle et al.
(2008) built galaxy models using an N-body/smoothed particle
hydrodynamics code and let them evolve without any interaction
or gas accretion. They showed that, as a result of angular
momentum redistribution, purely exponential disks evolved to
develop a break. In their simulations the density profiles of inner
disks evolved remarkably, while the density profile of outer disks
remained relatively stable over time.
For the up-bending (Type III) disk profiles Laurikainen &
Salo (2001) demonstrated that galaxies encountering a less
massive companion (e.g., M51-like systems) developed an up-
bending profile due to the stripping of stars and gas from
the larger, more massive disk during the interaction. In their
N-body simulations they found that these up-bending profiles
remain visible for several Gyr after the passage. Younger et al.
(2007) showed that minor mergers could produce an up-bending
profile—gas inflows driven by mergers accumulate mass in
the central regions while the outer disk expands as angular
momentum is transferred outward. Kazantzidis et al. (2009)
suggested that up-bending profiles could be induced by the
dynamical response of thin galactic disks to the accretion of cold
dark matter substructures/sub-halos. Genuine up-bending may
not be common, and many may be artifacts from a superposition
of a thin and a thick disk with different scale lengths (Comero´n
et al. 2012). Maltby et al. (2012b) concluded that 15% of up-
bending profiles are due to an extended spheroidal component.
Studies have shown that once disk galaxies are massive
enough and rotationally supported, the bar instability develops
relatively fast within a few hundred Myr (e.g., Hohl 1971;
Kalnajs 1972; Ostriker & Peebles 1973; Sheth et al. 2012).
Two-thirds of local disk galaxies are barred (e.g., Eskridge et al.
2000; Mene´ndez-Delmestre et al. 2007; Sheth et al. 2008), and
bar fractions are estimated up to z ∼ 0.8, finding that bars
in more massive, early-type, red and bulge-dominated systems
formed earlier than those in less massive, late-type and blue
systems (Sheth et al. 2008; Cameron et al. 2010). Although not
all barred galaxies exhibit a break, the occurrence of a break is
closely linked to bars (Debattista et al. 2006; Foyle et al. 2008)
as bars drive angular momentum redistribution. Therefore, we
focus on barred galaxies in this study. Detailed study of unbarred
galaxies will be the subject of a future study.
1.2. Decomposing Galaxies
Decomposing galaxy images into their different structural
components has become a major tool for studying the forma-
tion and evolution of galaxies recently. From the pioneering
works of, e.g., de Jong (1995), the two-dimensional (2D) de-
composition technique has evolved considerably with studies by
many authors (including Marleau & Simard 1998; Khosroshahi
et al. 2000; Mo¨llenhoff & Heidt 2001; D’Onofrio 2001; Peng
et al. 2002, 2010; de Souza et al. 2004; Laurikainen et al. 2004,
2005, 2010; Pignatelli et al. 2006; Allen et al. 2006; Ha¨ussler
et al. 2007; Huertas-Company et al. 2007; Gadotti 2008, 2009;
Durbala et al. 2008). The main products from these decom-
position algorithms are physical parameters for each structural
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component such as the effective radius of the bulge, the scale
length of the disk, the ellipticity of the bar, the bulge-to-total
ratio, etc. These studies have revealed significant complexity in
structures and have led to refinements in the fitting techniques,
as well as our understanding of galaxy evolution. Examples
of such changes are the fitting of both light profiles and 2D
shapes of bulges and elliptical galaxies. Light profiles are fitted
with Se´rsic functions with a free Se´rsic index n rather than a
(n = 4) de Vaucouleurs function (see, e.g., Caon et al. 1993;
Andredakis et al. 1995; Laurikainen et al. 2007; Gadotti
2009), or, multicomponent fitting of S0 galaxies with lenses
(Laurikainen et al. 2005, 2007, 2009), or, more recently, the
suggestion that a majority of nearby elliptical galaxies contain
not one but as many as three sub-components (e.g., Huang et al.
2013).
Graham (2001) demonstrated that fitting bulges with the
assumption that n = 4 yielded higher luminosities and larger
sizes than if n is actually smaller than 4, and lower luminosities
and smaller sizes than if n is greater than 4 (also see Kim
et al. 2012). A similar development is noted in the modeling
of barred galaxies—excluding a bar from the fit leads to very
poor estimates for the bulge and disk parameters (see, e.g.,
Laurikainen et al. 2005; Gadotti 2008).
To our knowledge, accounting for disk breaks has not yet
been implemented in 2D decompositions of any large samples
of galaxies. The effects of fitting single exponentials, when a
double exponential is a better and truer representation of the light
profile, can in particular cases be small (see Erwin & Gadotti
2012). As we will show below, in fact, ignoring disk breaks
in decomposing galaxies has on average a significant effect on
the measurement of disk scale lengths. We also examine the
effect of not including a break in disks that actually have a
break on structural parameters such as the bulge-to-total ratio
(B/T), disk-to-total ratio (D/T), and bar-to-total ratio (Bar/T).
We also study how the radial position of the break varies along
the Hubble sequence and as a function of B/T and galaxy mass
to explore whether there is a universal physical mechanism that
develops a break. To obtain a detailed census of the structural
components and the properties of galaxies, we make use of the
Spitzer Survey of Stellar Structure (S4G) (Sheth et al. 2010). S4G
directly probes the old stellar population for over 2350 nearby
galaxies using deep 3.6 and 4.5 μm MIR images taken with the
Infrared Array Camera (IRAC; Fazio et al. 2004). This series of
papers examines the structural properties of bars and disks in a
subset of barred spiral galaxies from S4G. One of the standard
pipelines of S4G (Pipeline 4, H. Salo et al., in preparation) is
decomposing all the galaxies into one to four sub-components
usinggalfit (Peng et al. 2002, 2010). The purpose of our study,
which also performs a 2D decomposition, is to use a different
code, budda (BUlge/disk Decomposition Analysis, de Souza
et al. 2004; Gadotti 2008), to add a disk break to the model
fits, and to explore the relationship between the break and the
co-evolution of the bar and inner disk.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we de-
scribe our selection of a representative sub-sample of 144 barred
galaxies from the S4G for this study. In Section 3, we describe
how 2D decompositions are produced. Section 4 presents the
fits, as well as estimates of a number of structural parameters,
and highlights interesting features from the decompositions.
In Section 5, we present the results on the break radii; show
how they are associated with B/T, Hubble types, and 3.6 μm
magnitude; and discuss our results. In Section 6, we explore
the effects of ignoring a break in the disk model for Type II
(down-bending) disk galaxies. We quantify the differences in
estimating the structural parameters when the break is properly
accounted for and when the break is not considered in the model
fit. We summarize our results in Section 7. The measurements
obtained in this study will also be explored in forthcoming pa-
pers, where we will investigate the properties of bars and their
host galaxies in the context of cosmological evolution.
2. DATA AND SAMPLE SELECTION
We select our samples from S4G (Sheth et al. 2010). S4G
is a deep, volume-limited, magnitude-limited (total B-band
magnitude 15.5), and size-limited (isophotal radius at
25 B-band mag arcsec−2 larger than 1′) imaging survey of all
galaxies with redshifts based on H i data satisfying these criteria
at distances closer than 40 Mpc and galactic latitudes |b| > 30◦,
thus comprising over 2350 objects. Galaxies are mapped at 3.6
and 4.5 μm, and azimuthally averaged surface brightness pro-
files typically reach a depth of 27 AB mag arcsec−2 at 3.6 μm,
corresponding to a stellar mass surface density of ∼1 M pc−2.
The images also extend large enough to cover 1.5 × D25 for all
galaxies. Hence, these data are ideal for a study of the structural
properties of local galaxies.
We chose galaxies that had already been processed by the
first three S4G pipelines (Pipelines 1, 2, and 3; Sheth et al.
2010) at the moment of this study (2011 November). In brief,
Pipeline 1 (M. W. Regan et al., in preparation) processes
images and provides science-ready images. Pipeline 2 prepares
mask images (to exclude foreground and background objects)
for further analysis, and Pipeline 3 derives surface brightness
profiles and total magnitudes using IRAF ellipse fits (J. C.
Mun˜oz-Mateos et al., in preparation). Pipeline 4 (H. Salo
et al., in preparation) decomposes the 2D stellar distribution
of galaxies into subcomponents with galfit (Peng et al. 2002,
2010). To avoid the uncertainty caused by projection effects
and/or disturbed morphologies, we excluded highly inclined
(b/a < 0.5), significantly disturbed, very faint, or irregular
galaxies. Galaxies were also discarded if their images are
unsuitable for decomposition due to contamination such as a
bright foreground star or significant stray light from stars in the
IRAC scattering zones. Then we chose barred galaxies from
all Hubble types from S0 to Sdm using the numerical Hubble
types from Hyperleda (Paturel et al. 2003). The assessment of
the presence of a bar was done visually by K. Sheth, T. Kim,
and B. de Swardt. Later, we also confirmed the presence of
a bar by checking the MIR classification (Buta et al. 2010,
R. Buta et al., in preparation), which is presented in Table 1.
Except for UGC04393 that is classified as a peculiar galaxy
by Buta et al., all of the selected galaxies are also classified
as barred in the mid-infrared (MIR) classification. A total of 93
galaxies are classified as SB (65%), 31 galaxies are SAB (22%),
5 galaxies are SAB (3%), 14 galaxies are SAB (10%), and one
galaxy is classified as peculiar. A total of 144 barred galaxies
were selected that satisfy our criteria, and we list our sample in
Table 1 with basic information.
In Figure 1, we plot Hubble types versus absolute 3.6 μm
magnitudes and the distribution of Hubble T types. The stellar
masses of the subsample vary from 109 to 1011 M. Stellar
masses were derived using the 3.6 μm magnitude according to
Appendix A of Mun˜oz-Mateos et al. (2013), which is based
on the mass-to-light ratio from Eskew et al. (2012). While the
sample does not cover the complete data set from S4G, these
selection procedures assure that the sample is (1) representative
3
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Table 1
Sample
Galaxy MIR Classification T Type R25.5 M3.6 Distance
(arcsec) (AB mag) (Mpc)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
ESO013-016 SB(rs)cd 7.5 73.1 −18.7 23.0
ESO026-001 (R′2)SAB(s)c 5.9 57.2 −17.9 19.2
ESO027-001 SB(s)b 5.0 103.2 −19.4 18.3
ESO079-007 SB(s)dm 4.0 55.1 −18.4 25.2
ESO404-003 SB(s)c 3.9 54.2 −18.9 29.1
Notes. The full catalog contains 144 objects. Only the first five entries are shown
here for guidance regarding its form and content. Sample galaxies drawn from
S4G. (1) Galaxy name. (2) MIR morphological classification by Buta et al.
(2010) and R. Buta et al. (in preparation). (3) Numerical morphological type
from Hyperleda. (4) Radius at μ3.6 μm = 25.5 AB mag from S4G Pipeline 3.
(5) Total magnitude at 3.6 μm from S4G Pipeline 3. (6) Distance in Mpc from
NED. We made use of the mean redshift-independent distance from NED when
available; otherwise, the redshift-based distance.
(This table is available in its entirety in a machine-readable form in the online
journal. A portion is shown here for guidance regarding its form and content.)
of the local population of barred galaxies and (2) suitable for
structural analysis via image decomposition, meaning that the
structural parameters can be accurately derived. We made use
of 3.6 μm images to derive structural parameters of galaxies. In
this MIR band the effects of dust are minimal and the data trace
the bulk of the stellar mass distribution in the galaxies, with only
a small local contamination (5%–15%) from AGB stars or hot
dust surrounding red supergiants (Meidt et al. 2012a, 2012b).
3. DATA ANALYSIS: IMAGE DECOMPOSITION
3.1. Model Fitting with budda
To produce the 2D galaxy fits in this study, we make use
of budda. Details on the code and its usage can be found
in de Souza et al. (2004) and Gadotti (2008, 2009). Here
we discuss the particular procedures adopted in this work to
perform the decomposition. The images fed to the code for
decomposition include a background contribution, necessary
for a proper calculation of the model χ2. This can be critical
to the measurements of structural parameters such as the bulge
Se´rsic index and the disk scale length, but it is also important
for an accurate determination of the uncertainties. We measured
sky background for each galaxy. In general, S4G images have
some amount of large-scale background fluctuations, and in
a few cases deviations show up in the form of systematic
spatial variations, such as gradients. In such cases, background
gradients can be modeled using a 2D polynomial fit and can be
removed (e.g., Comero´n et al. 2011). However, in most cases
the spatial variation of the large-scale background deviation
is random. Therefore, alternatively, the effect of large-scale
background deviations can be estimated by performing model
fits with various sky offsets (e.g., Busch et al. 2013) and included
in the error budget (e.g., Mun˜oz-Mateos et al. 2013). In this
study we did not take sky gradients into account in our model
fits. However, we estimate uncertainties caused by the way the
background was removed in Section 3.2. Avoiding foreground
stars and background galaxies, we selected rectangular regions
around the galaxies at around R ∼ 2 ×R25. Later we iteratively
modified the chosen sky regions depending on the field of view
of each image, and we took as background value the measured
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Figure 1. Top: Hubble types, stellar masses, and 3.6 μm absolute magnitudes
of the selected 144 galaxies. Bottom: Distribution of Hubble T types.
Another critical parameter for budda is the point-spread
function (PSF) FWHM. budda requires FWHM of PSF as an
input parameter to create a Moffat function. We measured the
PSF FWHM for each galaxy using a number of stars from each
individual galaxy image. Average FWHM for our 144 galaxies is
1.76 arcsec (2.35 pixels in the S4G image made with 0.75 arcsec
pixel−1), which translates to a physical scale of 180 pc at the
median distance of our sample galaxies. Our decomposition can
have up to four components: bulge, disk, bar, and a nuclear point
source; the latter is used to account for the possible presence of
a nucleus (nuclear star cluster or non-stellar emission from an
active galactic nucleus).
The bulge surface brightness profile is described by a Se´rsic
function (Se´rsic 1963; see Caon et al. 1993),








where r is the galactocentric distance, re is the effective radius of
the bulge, i.e., the radius that contains half of its light, μe is the
bulge effective surface brightness, i.e., the surface brightness at
re, n is the Se´rsic index, defining the shape of the profile, and
cn = 2.5(0.868n − 0.142).
In the case of disks without breaks, the disk surface brightness
profile is described by a single exponential function:
μd (r) = μ0 + 1.086r/h, (2)
where μ0 is the central surface brightness of the disk and h is
the characteristic disk scale length. First, we examine surface
brightness profiles of the galaxies to see whether there is a disk
break by running ellipse. If there is a change in the slope of
the surface brightness of the disk, as in the case of Type II or
Type III disks, an option to fit a second exponential profile is
added in the model fit, as well as the break radius to budda. In
these cases, we labeled the disk as consisting of an inner disk




μ0,in + 1.086r/hin, if r  rbr
μ0,out + 1.086r/hout, if r > rbr
(3)
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where μ0,in and μ0,out are the central surface brightness of the
inner disk and outer disk, respectively. hin and hout are the scale
length of the inner disk and outer disk, respectively. rbr is the
break radius, also fitted as a free parameter by the code.
The bar luminosity profile is also described by a Se´rsic
function. For the bar,








where cn,Bar = 2.5(0.868nBar−0.142), and the other parameters
have definitions similar to those of the bulge above. Another bar
parameter fitted by the code is the length of the bar semi-major
axis, rbar, after which the bar light profile is simply truncated
and drops to zero.
The nuclear point source is modeled as an unresolved point
source convolved with the PSF profile. The FWHM of the point-
source profile has thus the same value as the PSF, and the only
parameter fitted by the code is its peak intensity.
Bulge, disk, and bar components are described by concentric,








where x and y are the pixel coordinates of the ellipse points,
a and b are the extent of its semi-major and semi-minor axes,
respectively, and c is a shape parameter. Position angles and
ellipticities ( = 1 − b/a) are fitted by the code for every
component. When c = 2 one has a simple ellipse, whereas when
c < 2 the ellipse is disky, and when c > 2 the ellipse is boxy. For
bulges and disks we fixed c = 2, but this parameter was left free
to fit bars, since these components can be better described by
boxy ellipses, in particular when the bar is strong (Athanassoula
et al. 1990; Gadotti 2009). c is the boxiness parameter of the bar.
Some of our sample galaxies possess a nuclear bar or lens.
There are 8 galaxies with a nuclear bar and 10 galaxies with a
nuclear lens according to the MIR classification from 3.6 μm
images (Buta et al. 2010; R. Buta et al., in preparation; also see
Table 1). However, due to the resolution (0.75 arcsec pixel−1)
and seeing limits (180 pc at the median distance), we may not
be able to detect all known nuclear bars (see, e.g., Erwin &
Sparke 2002; Comero´n et al. 2010). Laurikainen et al. (2006)
found that effects of ignoring the nuclear bar of disk galaxies are
not significant with the Near-Infrared S0 Survey (Laurikainen
et al. 2005; Buta et al. 2006) based on higher resolution (0.23
arcsec pixel−1) near-infrared images (see also Laurikainen et al.
2005, 2009). Also, with the current version of budda one cannot
include two bars in the model fit. Therefore, we leave further
analysis on nuclear bars for a future study.
To establish the code with initial guesses for the structural
parameters, we first performed ellipse fits using the ellipse
task in iraf.21 Surface brightness profiles derived in such a
manner helped us to visualize the initial estimates for a number
of parameters, including the bulge effective radius, disk break
radius, disk scale length, and central surface brightness. Along
with an analysis of the image, the profile is also used to estimate
the end of the bar, i.e., the length of its semi-major axis (see,
e.g., Athanassoula & Misiriotis 2002; Sheth et al. 2000, 2002,
2004; Gadotti et al. 2007; Mene´ndez-Delmestre et al. 2007).
21 iraf is distributed by the National Optical Astronomy Observatory, which
is operated by the Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy, Inc.,
under cooperative agreement with the National Science Foundation.
We fit the bar with one component in this study. However,
bars are known to exhibit two components—an inner vertically
thick part and an outer thin flat part (Athanassoula 2005).
These two features can be seen on moderately inclined barred
galaxies—the thick part of the bar is boxy or peanut shaped, and
the outer thin part of the bar extends outward into the disk and has
“spurs” or handles (Athanassoula & Beaton 2006; Laurikainen
et al. 2007; Erwin & Debattista 2013). For the detailed shape
of a bar, see the simulations (e.g., Figure 1 of Athanassoula
2012b). In some rare cases depending on the viewing angle, the
inner boxy part of the bar and outer thinner part may appear to
have different position angles (Athanassoula & Beaton 2006;
Erwin & Debattista 2013). In these instances it is not easy to fit
the bar with just a single component (Erroz-Ferrer et al. 2012)
because the position angle of the bar may change slowly with
the radius and future models could attempt to fit these, but this
is beyond the scope of the current study. We model the bar with
just one component here.
For a barred galaxy where the bar is surrounded by a bright
inner lens, we found that the code tried to fit the bar plus the
lens instead of the bar alone. Laurikainen et al. (2013) showed
that the inner lenses are on average a factor 1.3 longer than the
bar, and this behavior was also seen in the fits by budda. There
were also a few cases when the initial fit gave a larger bar length
due to bright structures such as spiral arms, an inner ring, or a
lens at the end of the bar. In these cases, we fixed the bar length
to the value derived from our analysis of the ellipse fit profiles.
Inspection of the ellipse profiles and the images was used to
infer the presence of a bulge or a nuclear point source, which
was then fed into the decomposition.
If the initial guesses for the input values were overly far from
those of the galaxy, we could obtain results that are not the best
model fit, even though budda returns a statistically best model
fit with the minimum χ2 at each run. For all the galaxies we
did not simply rely on the χ2 to judge the goodness of the fit.
Multiple decompositions were performed for each galaxy, and
we compared models and images visually to make sure each
component is well recovered, because there are some cases in
which fitted models do not represent well the galaxy. For exam-
ple, even with the minimum χ2 model poor fits can be derived
by either (1) an overestimate of the bar length due to bright
substructures at the bar ends, as discussed above; or (2) an over-
estimate of the bulge Se´rsic index due to a nuclear point source
that was not included in the model; or (3) contamination in the
bulge fit by a nuclear ring; or (4) in some cases when bars are not
large enough, the fitted bulge model takes up the bar region and
becomes highly elliptical; or (5) when there is a bright lens or
oval around the bar, budda tries to account for the light from the
lens or oval in the bar model and returns a too-thick bar model,
with low ellipticity; and finally, (6) difficulties in fitting the disk
break (see more on this below). Therefore, visual inspections
on structural components were performed for every galaxy to
ensure that the fitted model components do not overtake other
components, and thus to assess which is the best fit.
The overestimate of the bulge Se´rsic index was obvious when
bulge models yielded n > 6, while it was clear from the galaxy
surface brightness profile that the bulge profile should have been
closer to an exponential. This led to a bad fit in the outer parts
of the bulge model and could be seen in the residual images.
We fixed this by adding a nuclear point-source component to the
model. (See Gadotti 2008 for other instances of such a problem.)
When a nuclear ring caused the bulge model to be incorrect, we
masked the nuclear ring from the input image. We show Hubble
5



























Figure 2. Top: Hubble types and Se´rsic indices of bulge components of
the selected 144 galaxies. Bottom: Distribution of Se´rsic indices of bulge
components.
types and Se´rsic indices of the bulge components of galaxies in
Figure 2. Our sample spans the full range of bulges in galaxies
from bulgeless to pseudo-bulges and classical bulges.
In some cases the initial disk break radius was considerably
far from the value expected from the galaxy surface brightness
profile. The reason was that moderate changes in fitting the
location of the break radius led to divergence in the χ2
minimization. In such cases we changed the algorithm to force
slow variation in the iterations of the fitting that fixed the
problem with the break radius.
Some galaxies exhibit two breaks in their outer surface
brightness profiles (e.g., Erwin et al. 2008; Gutie´rrez et al.
2011; Comero´n et al. 2012; Martı´n-Navarro et al. 2012; Mun˜oz-
Mateos et al. 2013). In these cases, because the latest budda
version can only fit one disk break for a galaxy, we decided to
fit the inner break and ignore the outer break for two reasons:
(1) the minimization of χ2 is typically more substantial when
the inner break is taken into account rather than the outer one,
and this gives a better model fit to obtain Bar/T and B/T; if we
force budda to fit the outer break in the model, then it gives us
poor Bar/T and B/T; and (2) because inner breaks seem to be
related to the presence of the bar, in contrast to the outer break.
Different methods of estimating break and bar radii may
give different results. In particular, our results are based on 2D
model fits, while most other studies on the break are based on
azimuthally averaged surface brightness fits. We compare our
measurements of break and bar radii and those from Mun˜oz-
Mateos et al. (2013) in Appendix A.1. From this we conclude
that the measurements of break and bar radii from these two
studies agree within 20% except for a few galaxies, and in such
cases, the ratio of the two parameters (rbr/Rbar) may differ by
up to 50%.
3.2. Uncertainties
When galaxies are decomposed into multiple components,
the measurement of uncertainties for each structural component
is non-trivial. We tested the impact of the sky background value










Figure 3. Comparison between the total magnitudes of our models and the total
magnitudes of the corresponding galaxies from S4G Pipeline 3. The median and
the standard deviation of the distribution are presented in the top right corner,
and the arrow indicates the median of the distribution.
on the model fits as follows: we ran budda fixing sky levels
by adding and subtracting 1σ of the sky background to the
estimated sky level. The structural parameters that were sensitive
to the sky background were the outer disk scale length, Bar/T,
and B/T. When the sky background was fixed to a 1σ higher
level, the outer disk scale length decreased by ∼10% while the
B/T and Bar/T increased by ∼8%, and D/T decreased by ∼2%.
In contrast, when the background was fixed to a 1σ lower level,
the outer disk scale length increased by ∼10% while the B/T
and Bar/T decreased by ∼8% as D/T increased by ∼2%. Other
size-related parameters, such as break radius, bulge effective
radius, and inner disk scale length, vary less than 3% due to
a 1σ change in the sky background value. These are thus the
added errors in the error budget for each component only due to
uncertainties in the estimation of the background value.
budda also gives statistical 1σ uncertainty errors for each
structural parameter. Errors are calculated after the code finds
the global χ2 minimum. Successive variation is made on each
parameter until the new χ2 reaches a threshold that is equivalent
to 1σ of a normal χ2 probability distribution. In general, 1σ
uncertainty errors in our model fit range from 5% to 20%,
and it varies from component to component. Mean statistical
1σ uncertainties of disk scale length and effective radius of
the bulge are 5%–10%. For break radius estimates, mean 1σ
uncertainty is ∼17%. Mean uncertainties of position angles are
10%–20%, smaller for a bar and a disk and larger for a bulge
component. For ellipticities, it ranges from 5% to 15%, smaller
for a bar and larger for a bulge component. Mean 1σ uncertainty
of bulge Se´rsic indices is ∼13%, while for bar Se´rsic indices,
uncertainty is ∼24%. Since we fixed the bar length in our fits for
some cases, the uncertainty in the bar length is not considered.
To evaluate our fits, we also have compared the total magni-
tudes of the models, calculated directly from the fit, and the total
magnitudes of the galaxies, measured22 from the S4G Pipeline
3. We plot this comparison in Figure 3. Models are slightly
brighter by only ∼0.1 mag in the median. This may stem from
the fact that there are often somewhat hollow regions in the disk
surrounding the bar—but inside the bar radius—that are fainter
than the model because stars that were in the disk around the bar
are captured by the bar (e.g., NGC 4608 of Gadotti 2008), and
the disk model does not account for that. Spiral arms or outer
22 Asymptotic magnitudes at 3.6 μm, which can be downloaded from
http://irsa.ipac.caltech.edu/data/SPITZER/S4G/
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Sersic Index of Bulge =    2.3
Effective Radius of Bulge =    9.8 ["]
Scale Length of Diskin =   53.2 ["]
Scale Length of Diskout =   28.0 ["]
Truncation Radius =   97.7 ["]
Central Surface Brightness of Diskin =   20.1
Central Surface Brightness of Diskout =   18.3
Sersic Index of Bar =   0.38
Ellipticity of Bar =   0.68
Boxiness of Bar =   2.92
Length of Bar =   43.5 ["]
Bulge / Total =  0.32 Bulge / Disk =  0.51
Disk / Total =  0.62
Bar / Total =  0.06 Bar / Disk =  0.09
Diskin / Total =  0.47
Diskin / Diskout =  3.01Diskout / Total =  0.16
Figure 4. Results from the image decomposition of NGC 936. The top six panels on the left show, in thumbnail format, the original galaxy image, the total model
image, a residual image obtained from subtracting the model image from the galaxy image, and separate images for bulge, disk, and bar components only, as indicated.
North is up, east to the left. All images, with the exception of the residual image, are shown in the same logarithmic scale. The display stretch of the residual image is
chosen to highlight major features. An extra panel with a zoom in the bar region is also shown. The next adjacent panel shows surface brightness profiles along the
bar major and minor axes in the original image, and along the bar major axis when disk and bulge are subtracted. The vertical column of panels on the right shows
radial profiles (from top to bottom): 2D surface brightness distribution of the galaxy and component models as indicated (every point is a pixel), and position angle,
ellipticity, a4, b4 coefficients, and azimuthally averaged surface brightness from the original galaxy image, derived from ellipse fits. Vertical dashed lines mark the
bulge effective radius, bar semi-major axis, and break radius. A catalog of summary pages for all the other objects is presented in Appendix B.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
rings would compensate for that because we did not include
models for such features separately. However, flux from those
features is to some extent included in the disk models, and this
plot suggests that they are slightly less bright than necessary to
compensate the hollow areas in the disk created by the bar.
4. A CATALOG OF GALAXY STRUCTURAL
PARAMETERS FROM 3.6 μm IMAGES
Figure 4 presents a summary page of the result for NGC 936
that has a bulge, a bar, and shows a disk break with a
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down-bending surface brightness profile. Thus, the bulge, bar,
and disk break are included in the model fit, and the result has
different inner and outer disk scale lengths and an interpolated
central surface brightness. From this figure, one can evaluate the
resulting fit. A catalog of summary pages for all the other objects
is presented in Appendix B. In Figure 4, the first two rows of
panels on the left show the original galaxy image at 3.6 μm, the
total model image, a residual image obtained from subtracting
the model image from the galaxy image, and separate images
of bulge, disk, and bar model components. It is instructive to
examine the model components separately and their appearance
in the combined model image and compared to the original
galaxy image.
For some galaxies, the bulge model looks larger than in the
galaxy image or in the total model, which is a sum of the bulge,
disk, bar, and central source. This is because in the bulge model,
the bulge is presented on the background that is set to a zero
level, while the bulge in the total model and the galaxy image
are on top of the disk and bar and thus the background around
the bulge is higher due to the other components. Thus, the bulge
appears to be smaller in the total model and galaxy image. For
illustrative examples of this see NGC 718 and NGC 1326 in
Appendix B.
It is also instructive to search for sub-structures in the
residual images—these show all the structures not included
in the model. Spiral arms thus appear conspicuous in many
cases. It is important to stress that the residual images are
produced with a different stretch compared to the images of other
components to highlight the faint features and are fine-tuned
for each galaxy. The difference in surface brightness between
the model and residual substructures is typically 0.5 mag or
less, consistent with the arguments presented in Gadotti (2008)
that not accounting for the spiral arms in the decomposition is
acceptable for the purposes of this study.
The residual images show a revealing substructure within
many bars, in the form of a thinner dark stripe crossing the
galaxy center inside the bar (e.g., NGC 1433 and NGC 1452
in Appendix B). This feature was pointed out in Gadotti (2008)
and plausibly represents an orbital family narrower than the
main x1 family. We have not attempted to account for this
feature but note that it suggests that more sophisticated bar
models should include at least two components with different
axial ratios. It also indicates that the Bar/T derived here may be
systematically lower than the true ratio, though this difference
is likely small. A wealth of detailed information is present in
the residual images, including rings and substructure in spiral
arms (see, e.g., NGC 4548 and NGC 5750). Discussion of these
substructures is beyond the scope of this paper.
In Figure 4, the third row of panels on the left shows a zoomed-
in image of the bar region with the bar major axis rotated to be
along the horizontal axis. In addition, we also show cuts along
the bar major and minor axes, and along the bar major axis
with the bulge (or disk) subtracted, as well as with the bulge
and the disk subtracted (where applicable). A striking feature
in these cuts is that some bars (e.g., NGC 936, NGC 1350, and
NGC 5750) are better fitted with a flat surface brightness profile
with Se´rsic index of about 0.5 or less. These bars indeed have
a flat profile all the way to the central regions when the other
components such as bulge and disk component are removed.
Conversely, some bars have steeper profiles, which resemble
those of the disk (e.g., IC0167 and UGC04393). Structural
parameters from the model fit are presented in the left bottom
panel.
The right-hand side of Figure 4 shows a variety of radial
profiles. The top one is a 2D surface brightness profile where
every point is a pixel. This panel shows profiles for the galaxy,
combined model, and individual model components. This type
of a plot has been used by Laurikainen et al. (2005) and
Gadotti (2008) as it displays virtually all the information in
the image at the same time, as, e.g., the different ellipticities of
the different components, in contrast to profiles extracted from,
e.g., major-axis cuts. It also has the advantage that it enables
us to distinguish between profile breaks that are caused from
either lopsidedness or asymmetric spiral arms and breaks in
the profile that are indeed from the real disk break. 2D model
fits are less hampered by such asymmetric features of galaxies
in determining structural properties than one-dimensional (1D)
profile fits, in particular for disk breaks. In our sample, we
exclude strongly lopsided galaxies for our analysis by visual
inspections, but there are still several galaxies that show some
degree of lopsidedness, especially due to the asymmetric spiral
arm. Actually lopsidedness sometimes can create a (pseudo-)
break in the radial surface brightness profile or change the
location of the disk break when we examine azimuthally
averaged 1D surface brightness profiles. But these can be
distinguished in 2D surface brightness profiles by plotting all the
pixels from the image. In 2D surface brightness profiles, bright
asymmetric spiral arms appear like stream lines that are brighter
than surrounding interarm regions (e.g., see right-top and bottom
panel of Figure 13 in Appendix B for NGC 1637, ESO027-
001). 2D model fits are less sensitive to the lopsidedness in
determining break radii than 1D profile fits.
Vertical dashed lines mark the bulge effective radius, bar
semi-major axis, and break radius and are noted with reff , rbar,
and rbr, respectively. The other radial profiles are derived from
ellipse fits and correspond to position angle, ellipticity, Fourier
coefficients a4, b4, and surface brightness, from top to bottom.
To measure systematic deviations of galaxy isophotes from
perfect ellipses, Fourier analysis can be applied in general.
High-order Fourier coefficients, such as a4 and b4, give us
information about the shapes of the isophotes. These coefficients
are obtained from the IRAF task ellipse, and a4 is the coefficient
that multiplies the term sin(4θ )—where θ is the ellipse eccentric
angle, and these terms are used to describe the intensity
distribution along the ellipse—and b4 is the coefficient that
multiplies the term cos(4θ ). In particular, if b4 is positive,
isophotes are disky, whereas if b4 is negative, the isophotes
are boxy. a4 indicates how much isophotes deviate from a
bisymmetric structure, like, e.g., in a parallelogram. a4 indicates
the presence of offset spurs in the bar region (Erwin & Debattista
2013). If a4 is positive, isophotes show counterclockwise offset,
while if a4 is negative, isophotes show clockwise offset (for
details, see Erwin & Debattista 2013).
Table 2 presents the measures of structural parameters for
all galaxies in the sample obtained from the 2D model fit
with budda, including bulge Se´rsic indices and effective radii,
B/T ratios, bar lengths and ellipticities, Bar/T, disk scale
lengths, break radii, etc. We have taken care to ensure the
quality and uniformity of each of these measures through the
combination of the Spitzer data products provided by S4G and a
careful inspection of the results. In our sample, there are galaxies
that possess an inner (pseudo-)ring or lens or bright spiral arms,
but also show a break farther out in the disk. We find that if
we try to model these galaxies with a break, then budda finds
a break where the lens or inner ring ends, even though the real



















Structural Parameters from budda Image Decompositions
Bulge Disk Bar Ratio
Object nbul reff μeff PA  μ0,in μ0,out hin hout rbr PA  nbar rbar Rbar c PA  B/T Di/T Do/T D/T Bar/T PS/T
(′′) (m/′′2) (deg) (m/′′2) (m/′′2) (′′) (′′) (′′) (deg) (′′) (′′) (deg)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) (25)
ESO013-016 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21.4 19.9 31.0 15.4 39 79 0.37 0.80 15 15 2.7 77 0.65 . . . 0.55 0.38 0.93 0.07 . . .
ESO026-001 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21.6 19.9 27.9 12.1 36 126 0.13 1.17 11 11 2.7 158 0.55 . . . 0.60 0.30 0.90 0.10 . . .
ESO027-001a 1.9 2.5 18.3 146 0.42 20.6 19.2 40.5 16.2 37 33 0.19 0.34 27 34 2.8 151 0.56 0.11 0.41 0.37 0.78 0.11 . . .
ESO079-007 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20.9 . . . 12.9 . . . . . . 90 0.16 0.35 15 15 2.8 109 0.76 . . . 0.97 . . . 0.97 0.03 . . .
ESO404-003 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20.1 . . . 12.6 . . . . . . 111 0.52 0.68 13 13 2.7 103 0.82 . . . 0.97 . . . 0.97 0.03 . . .
Notes. The full catalog contains 144 objects. Only the first five entries are shown here for guidance regarding its form and content. Results from the image decomposition. Column (1) gives the galaxy name;
columns (2)–(6) correspond to the bulge component only and display, respectively, the Se´rsic index, effective radius and surface brightness, position angle, and ellipticity. Columns (7)–(13) correspond to the
disk components, respectively: central surface brightness of inner and outer disks, scale length of inner and outer disks, break radius, position angle, and ellipticity. The bar parameters are as follows: (14) Se´rsic
index of bar, (15) projected length of the semi-major axis. Note that in Figures 6 and 7 we plot deprojected bar radii. (16) boxiness (i.e., shape parameter c), (17) position angle, and (18) ellipticity of the bar.
Columns (19) to (24) show the fraction of the total galaxy luminosity in each model component, respectively: bulge, inner disk, outer disk, disk (i.e., the sum of inner and outer disks), bar, and point source. All
size measures are in arcseconds and not deprojected. Intensities are in units of 3.6 μm AB magnitudes per square arcsecond.
a Galaxies that have a lens or inner ring. Derived break radii of theses galaxies are the lengths of the lens or inner ring. Inner (outer) disk scale lengths of these galaxies are disk scale lengths of the disk inside
(outside) of the lens or inner ring. These galaxies do not show another break farther out. See Section 4 for details.
b Inner ring or lens was modeled, but the galaxy has another break farther out.
c Galaxies that have two breaks (TII.o + TIII). The inner break was modeled, but these are not inner rings or lenses.
(This table is available in its entirety in a machine-readable form in the online journal. A portion is shown here for guidance regarding its form and content.)
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ring is much brighter than the break region and to minimize
χ2 budda identifies the edge of the lens or ring as a break.
If we force budda to find the real break, which is at a lower
surface brightness level in the outer disk, then the code tries to
add the lens or inner ring component to the bar, which is also
inadequate. To better build the bar model rather than to add up
a lens or inner ring to the bar model and to obtain better Bar/T
and B/T, we do not force the code to find the real break radius.
Therefore, in these cases the derived break radius is actually the
semi-major axis of the lens or inner ring, and the derived scale
length of the inner (outer) disk for those galaxies corresponds to
the scale length of the disk inside (outside) the lens or inner ring.
Note that these galaxies are mostly Type II.i disks, whose break
occurs near or at the bar radius (Pohlen & Trujillo 2006; Erwin
et al. 2008; cf. Type II.o disks, which have a break well outside
the bar). These galaxies are marked with an “a” in Table 2.
We fit the inner break for such galaxies because they occur
at higher (brighter) surface brightness levels, and thus we can
better estimate B/T, Bar/T, and D/T by fitting the inner break.
This issue can be resolved if we are able to model fit a lens or
inner ring component in the future with budda. However, we
choose to perform a model fit with the current version of the
code in this study. Finally, there are galaxies that display two
breaks. If galaxies have a break at the inner ring or lens and
show another break farther out in the disk, we marked them
with a “b.” If galaxies exhibit two breaks, but none of them are
at the inner ring or lens, we marked such galaxies with a “c”
in Table 2. Galaxies listed with “a” and “b” are not taken into
account for further analysis. If we ignore the second break, we
find 22 Type I, 120 Type II (49 Type II.i and 71 Type II.o), and
2 Type III disks.
5. DISK BREAK RADII AND BAR RADII
5.1. Result
We examine how the break radius (rbr) changes with B/T,
Hubble types, and 3.6 μm magnitude of galaxies. rbr is the
radius where the slope of the surface brightness of the disk
changes (Equation (3)). rbr is associated with galaxy stellar mass
(Comero´n et al. 2012; Mun˜oz-Mateos et al. 2013) in the sense
that more massive disks exhibit breaks at larger radii than less
massive disks. However, when normalizing a break radius by a
bar radius (Rbar), Mun˜oz-Mateos et al. (2013) find that the trend
with mass disappears. Instead, the ratio of possible break radius
to bar radii (rbr/Rbar) is strongly dependent on the total stellar
mass. rbr/Rbar of massive galaxies (1010 M) spans a range
from 2 to 3, whereas in less massive galaxies rbr/Rbar spans a
range from 2 to 10. However, it has not been explored how rbr
changes as a function of B/T.
We examine the break radii scaled to inner disk scale length
(rbr/hin) and plot them in Figure 5 as a function of B/T as well
as Hubble type and stellar mass of the galaxy (calculated using
the absolute magnitude at 3.6 μm). Points are color-coded by
Se´rsic indices of bulge components. We show the median rbr/hin
with gray squares at each bin and the standard deviation of the
normalized break radius at each bin with vertical error bars. Type
II disks are shown with a filled symbol, and Type III with an
open symbol. In Figures 6 and 7 we only plot galaxies identified
with a single disk break and do not plot those with two breaks or
where a break is caused by an inner ring or a lens. While there
is a significant scatter, the median of rbr/hin at each bin shows
only a small increase with B/T at 0 < B/T < 0.5, and no trend
with mass.
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Figure 5. Break radii scaled to disk scale length (rbr/hin) for Type II (down-
bending) and Type III (up-bending) disk galaxies as a function of (a) bulge-
to-total ratio, (b) Hubble type, and (c) stellar mass estimated using 3.6 μm
magnitudes. Se´rsic indices of bulge components are color-coded. Type II disk
galaxies are in filled symbols, and Type III disk galaxies are in open symbols.
Galaxies in which we identified only one break in each galaxy are presented.
Gray squares indicate medians at each bin that is covered with the horizontal
error bar, while vertical error bars span the standard deviation of break radius
in units of disk scale length at each bin.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
We deprojected the bar lengths analytically following Gadotti
et al. (2007), assuming that bars can be represented by an
ellipse.23 The deprojected bar lengths are expressed as Rbar.
We show deprojected bar radii scaled to the inner disk scale
length (Rbar/hin) and deprojected bar radii normalized by the
semi-major axis at μ3.6 = 25.5 AB mag arcsec−2 (Rbar/R25.5)
23 In reality, we find that the bar shapes are predominantly boxy, but this does
not affect the derivation of the deprojected bar length. Details on the shapes of
bars will be discussed in a subsequent paper (T. Kim et al., in preparation).
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Figure 6. Deprojected and normalized bar radii for Type II (down-bending) and Type III (up-bending) disk galaxies. (a) Deprojected bar radii scaled to inner disk scale
length (Rbar/hin) as a function of bulge-to-total ratio, (b) Rbar/hin as a function of Hubble type, (c) Rbar/hin as a function of stellar mass from 3.6 μm magnitudes,
and (d) deprojected bar radii scaled to the semi-major axis at μ3.6 = 25.5 AB mag arcsec−2 (Rbar/R25.5) as a function of bulge-to-total ratio. Points are color-coded
with Se´rsic indices. Bar radii are deprojected (Rbar) analytically according to Gadotti et al. (2007). Type II disk galaxies are in filled symbols, and Type III disk galaxies
are in open symbols. Galaxies in which we identified only one break are plotted. Gray squares indicate medians at each bin that is covered with the horizontal error
bar, while the vertical error bar spans the standard deviation of the bar radius in units of hin or R25.5 at each bin.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
in Figure 6. Our data show that the Rbar/hin and Rbar/R25.5
increase with B/T, from later to earlier type galaxies. However,
no trend is obvious with galaxy luminosity/mass.
In Figure 7, we plot break radii normalized by the deprojected
bar radius (rbr/Rbar). Figure 7(a) is color-coded by Hubble types,
while other panels, Figures 7(b)–(d), are color-coded by Se´rsic
indices of bulge components. Galaxies with B/T > 0.1 span
rbr/Rbar ∼ 1–3 with most around ∼1.8. The rbr/Rbar does not
vary much as a function of B/T. However, galaxies with small
bulges (B/T<0.1) have an rbr/Rbar that ranges from 1 to 6. There
are also a number of galaxies that have a large rbr/Rbar, and this
leads lower B/T galaxies to have larger median rbr/Rbar than
galaxies with B/T > 0.1. Late Hubble types (T > 3), i.e., less
massive galaxies, exhibit a wider scatter than early types (T 
3). Breaks in some later type disks (less massive galaxies) occur
farther out than in earlier types (more massive galaxies) and
show a wide distribution in rbr/Rbar. Galaxies with higher bulge
Se´rsic indices (classical bulge) have rbr/Rbar ∼ 1–3. In fact,
rbr/Rbar >3 galaxies have bulge Se´rsic indices less than 2.5.
However, there is no clear trend on normalized break radii with
bulge Se´rsic indices on the whole. It is interesting that rbr/Rbar
of high B/T galaxies (B/T>0.1) form a tighter sequence as a
function of B/T than the cases shown along the Hubble types or
stellar mass. Moreover, rbr/Rbar of higher B/T galaxies do not
vary much in 0.1 < B/T < 0.5. Galaxies that have rbr/Rbar >
5 are NGC 1232, NGC 5584, NGC 5669, and PGC003853, all
of them late types.
In Appendix A.2, we examine where disk breaks occur. By
comparing break radii with outer ring radii, we find that for
more than half of barred galaxies with an outer ring, disk breaks
occur at the outer ring. Because an outer ring is thought to be at
the outer Lindblad resonance (OLR) of the bar (Schwarz 1981;
Buta & Crocker 1991; Buta 1995), this implies that disk breaks
arise at the OLR of the bar for those galaxies.
5.2. Discussion
Figure 7 shows that higher B/T galaxies form a tighter se-
quence of rbr/Rbar, whose mean values are roughly constant.
At low B/T, while some galaxies exhibit rbr/Rbar ∼ 2, there
are also galaxies with a large rbr/Rbar compared to higher B/T
galaxies, in agreement with other studies that explored break
radii along the Hubble sequence or as a function of stellar mass
(e.g., Pohlen & Trujillo 2006; Erwin et al. 2008; Gutie´rrez et al.
2011; Mun˜oz-Mateos et al. 2013). This implies that, for low B/
T galaxies, there may be another mechanism to drive the break.
Recently, Mun˜oz-Mateos et al. (2013) found that rbr/Rbar shows
a bimodal distribution, showing peaks at ∼2 and 3.5 in galaxies
more massive than 1010 M. They also showed that breaks can
be found at large radii, rbr/Rbar up to 10. They argued that the
first peak at 2 is likely associated with the bar OLR, whereas
the second peak at 3.5 is from a coupling of resonances between
the spiral arm and bar pattern speed. Hence, in their interpreta-
tion, Mun˜oz-Mateos et al. (2013) could explain the distribution
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Figure 7. Break radii scaled to bar radii (rbr/Rbar) for Type II (down-bending) and Type III (up-bending) disk galaxies as a function of bulge-to-total ratio (a and b),
Hubble type (c), and stellar mass (d) estimated using 3.6 μm magnitudes. Hubble types are color-coded in (a), while Se´rsic indices of bulge components are color-coded
in (b)–(d). Type II disk galaxies are in filled symbols, and Type III disk galaxies are in open symbols. Galaxies in which we identified only one break are presented
in this figure, and galaxies that have more than one break are excluded. Bar radii are deprojected (Rbar) analytically according to Gadotti et al. (2007). Gray squares
indicate medians at each bin that is covered with the horizontal error bar, while the vertical error bar spans the standard deviation of the break radius in units of Rbar at
each bin.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
of breaks without invoking a star formation threshold or effi-
ciency. It thus becomes clear that we need to understand better
the ratio of characteristic lengths, e.g., the bar length, the radius
at which the break occurs, and the various relevant radii such
as the corotation (CR) and the OLR. These obey specific rules
set by dynamics, contrary to break radii that are set by star for-
mation. We will thus first summarize some previous results on
these lengths, before discussing more specifically our results.
By assuming a mathematically simple rotation curve,
Athanassoula et al. (1982) found that the possible range of res-
onance radii ratios (e.g., ROLR/RCR) depends on the shape of
the rotation curve, and thus on galaxy type. This was used by
Mun˜oz-Mateos et al. (2013), who made use of 3.6 μm photom-
etry to estimate the radius where the rotation curve of the galaxy
reaches the flat regime (rflat) and showed that rflat is larger for
late-type, low-mass systems and thus the OLR may be located
farther away from CR compared to early types. This argues that
in late-type galaxies rbr/Rbar can reach larger values than in
early-type galaxies.
Observational studies have shown that bars become longer
as they evolve (Elmegreen et al. 2007), as predicted by simula-
tions. Athanassoula (2003) showed that as a bar loses angular
momentum to the outer disk and halo resonances, it will get
longer and stronger. Its pattern speed will decrease (e.g., Little
& Carlberg 1991; Debattista & Sellwood 2000; Athanassoula
2003; Martinez-Valpuesta et al. 2006). Note, however, that the
presence of gas may slow down this process (e.g., Berentzen
et al. 2007; Athanassoula et al. 2013; E. Athanassoula et al., in
preparation). As the bar grows, the position of the CR is pushed
outward to make space for the newly trapped orbits in its outer
parts. The OLR also moves outward, and thus the break radius,
if it is indeed linked to the bar OLR, will also move outward so
that no important changes in rbr/Rbar can be expected that way.
In general it is expected that the corotation radius (RCR) should
be in the range Rbar–1.4 Rbar. However, some observational and
theoretical works have voiced the possibility that bars in late-
type galaxies may be shorter compared to the main resonant radii
than those in early-type disks (Elmegreen & Elmegreen 1985;
Combes & Elmegreen 1993; Rautiainen et al. 2005, 2008). Since
late-type disks have a low B/T, this will imply that they will
have increased values of rbr/Rbar and thus could provide part
of the explanation of the difference between the galaxies with
B/T > 0.1 and those with B/T < 0.1.
Our results give rise to some further interesting implica-
tions and speculations. Figure 6(d) shows clearly that the bar
length (normalized by R25.5) is an increasing function of B/T.
This is in good agreement with previous observational results
(e.g., Elmegreen & Elmegreen 1985; Laurikainen et al. 2007;
Mene´ndez-Delmestre et al. 2007; Gadotti 2011; Cheung et al.
2013), as well as with results of simulations. It is important
to note that Figure 6 includes both classical and disky pseudo-
bulges, so our interpretation has to include both types of bulges.
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Let us first consider classical bulges. Athanassoula &
Misiriotis (2002) compared two models identical in everything
except for the existence/absence of a classical bulge compo-
nent and found that the bar is considerably longer and stronger
in the model with a bulge. This was confirmed and explained
by Athanassoula (2003), as due to the extra angular momentum
that can be absorbed by the bulge component, which leads to
a considerable increase of the angular momentum emitted by
the bar and thus a considerable increase of the bar length and
strength.
The interpretation for disky pseudo-bulges is more straight-
forward. Let us recall that longer bars are expected to be also
stronger (see Athanassoula 2012a for a review). Furthermore,
longer and stronger bars will push more gas inward to the central
regions (Athanassoula 1992) and will thus form stronger disky
pseudo-bulges.
Thus, simulations predict, both for classical and for disky
pseudo-bulges, the existence of a correlation between the bar
length and the bulge mass. This is indeed what we see in our
data. What simulations still need to explain, however, is why
the two types of bulges lie on the same correlation.
Let us now turn to Figure 6(a). Here we normalize the bar
length by the inner disk scale length (Rbar/hin), and we find that
for the heaviest of bulges there is a decrease of the bar length,
as found also by Cheung et al. (2013). This could be explained
by the fact that hin is also evolving with time and depends
on the angular momentum exchange. Comparing Figure 6(b)
and Figure 6(c) could thus suggest that the increase of the
classical bulge mass beyond a certain limit influences hin more
than the bar length. Alternatively, the increase of the bar length
could be limited by the extra concentration of the heavy-mass
classical bulges. More work is necessary to confirm or reject
these possibilities.
Figure 7 shows that for B/T > 0.1 the mean and dispersion
of the rbr/Rbar values have no clear dependence on the relative
bulge mass. In light of what we discussed above about the
dependence of the bar length on the relative bulge mass, this
should imply that rbr and Rbar have a similar dependence on the
bulge mass. This is reasonable if the break is linked to the bar, for
example, if it occurs at the bar OLR and the bar is linked to CR.
Our results thus give further corroboration to this possibility.
For B/T < 0.1, we find that both the mean and dispersion
of the rbr/Rbar are larger than those of larger B/T galaxies.
Thus, it is reasonable to assume that the bar is not the main
driving agent here. This is further corroborated by the fact that
a number of our galaxies have rbr/Rbar larger than 3 or 4, while
a few reach values of 5 or 6. At such distances from the bar, its
force is considerably diminished, so that it cannot be assumed
to be the driving force for the formation of any structure. Even
spirals coupled to the bars by their resonances (Tagger et al.
1987; Sygnet et al. 1988; Rautiainen & Salo 1999; Quillen et al.
2011; Minchev et al. 2012) will have difficulty reaching such
distances, unless there is a set of several such coupled spirals.
Our results are thus in good general agreement with pre-
vious observational and theoretical results while adding new
information on the formation of disk breaks. Nevertheless, this
evolutionary picture, appealing though it may be, leaves many
questions open for further study.
We therefore conclude that breaks in galaxies with B/T 0.1
are bar-driven. The break-to-bar radius remains rather constant
once a prominent bulge has formed and evolves to B/T ∼ 0.5. In
galaxies with inconspicuous bulges or bulgeless galaxies, there
are both high and low rbr/Rbar, implying that the breaks may be
due to the bar-only resonance, to a spiral-bar coupling, and/or
to star formation thresholds. The latter mechanisms allow larger
rbr/Rbar and increase the scatter of the distribution of rbr/Rbar.
6. CHANGES IN THE STRUCTURAL PARAMETERS
DUE TO DISK BREAK
6.1. Result
The majority of disk galaxies exhibit either down-bending
(Type II) or up-bending (Type III) disk profiles (Pohlen &
Trujillo 2006; Hunter & Elmegreen 2006; Erwin et al. 2008;
Gutie´rrez et al. 2011; Maltby et al. 2012a). Thus, it is crucial
to account for the break in the disk model. Modeling a galaxy
ignoring a break is similar to modeling a Type II galaxy with a
Type I profile. However, Type I and Type II disk galaxies show
different structural properties as shown in Figure 5 of Mun˜oz-
Mateos et al. (2013). To understand how inner and outer disks
form and evolve, it is necessary to derive structural parameters
of these two disks suitably. Accounting for disk breaks in 2D
fits may lead to only small changes in some of the derived
parameters. Erwin & Gadotti (2012) have shown that for the
particular case of NGC 7418 including a break in the disk
changes the B/T from 0.016 to 0.017 only. However, in this
section we demonstrate that the effect on disk parameters when
not accounting for disk breaks can be substantial, especially
for Type II down-bending disks. To evaluate the importance of
including disk breaks in 2D model fits, we produce fits with and
without a break for Type II disk galaxies.
Before assessing the effect of ignoring a break in model fitting
on the measurement of disk scale lengths and luminosity ratio
of the bar and bulge to the disk, we evaluate how much the
inner disk scale length (hin) and outer disk scale length (hout)
differ. To check the strength of the break (hin/hout), we show
the distribution of hin/hout for Type II (down-bending) disk
galaxies in the top panel of Figure 8. We find that the median
inner disk scale length is ∼2.10 times larger than the median
outer disk scale length, with the standard deviation of 0.84. This
is in agreement with the result of Pohlen & Trujillo (2006),
who found hin/hout ∼ 2.1 ± 0.5 using SDSS g′- and r ′-band
images for late-type disk galaxies (Sb–Sdm). Martı´n-Navarro
et al. (2012) calculate the stellar surface mass density profile
and find hin/houtlog Σ ∼1.6 for edge-on galaxies.
We compare the disk scale lengths that were obtained from a
model fit, ignoring the break (h) and the disk scale lengths from
the model fit that included the break, i.e., hin and hout. We show
the distribution of h/hin and h/hout in the middle and bottom
panels of Figure 8, respectively. We find that h/hin varies from
0.3 to 1.0. If we ignore the break in the model fit, the recovered
disk scale length is smaller than the inner disk scale length
and larger than the outer one. The median recovered disk scale
length is 0.69 times the inner disk scale length and 1.42 times
the outer disk scale length with a standard deviation of 0.13 and
0.26, respectively.
The differences of the disk scale length from a fit that ignored
the break to the inner and to the outer disk scale length (h/hin and
h/hout) depend on the strength of the break. We divide galaxies
into two groups: galaxies with hin/hout > 2.10 (median of
hin/hout for Type II samples) and hin/hout  2.10. We overplot
the galaxies with a stronger break, i.e., the inner disk scale
length is much longer than the outer one, in red and galaxies
with a weaker break in blue in Figure 8 to examine how much
different h/hin and h/hout are for those two groups. If the break
is strong, then the difference between h and hin becomes more
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Figure 8. Comparisons of disk scale length from the model fit that ignored a
break and included the disk break properly in the model fit. Distributions of
disk scale length ratios for Type II disk galaxies are shown. Top panel: Inner
disk scale length to outer disk scale length (hin/hout). Middle panel: disk scale
length from the fit that ignored the break (h) to the inner disk scale length (hin).
Bottom panel: disk scale length from the fit that neglected the break (h) to the
outer disk scale length (hout). Galaxies that have stronger breaks (hin/hout >
2.10) are plotted in red, and galaxies that have weaker breaks (hin/hout  2.10)
are in blue. In each panel, an arrow indicates the median of the distribution, and
the standard deviation is also presented.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
pronounced. This also holds for h and hout, as can be seen in
Figure 8 with the corresponding histograms plotted.
Central surface brightness of disks (Equations (2) and (3))
also changes if we do not account for a break. We examine how
much difference it will make to ignore a break in estimating
central surface brightness of the inner disk and plot them in
Figure 9. Central surface brightness of disks is corrected for
inclination, μcor = μobs − 2.5 log(b/a), as in Mun˜oz-Mateos
et al. (2013) and Sorce et al. (2013). We find that if we introduce a
break in the disk model fit, the median central surface brightness
of the inner disk becomes ∼0.45 mag fainter in median than that
of the disk modeled without a break.
In addition to the disk scale length and central surface
brightness of the disk, we examine the effect of ignoring the











Figure 9. Comparisons of central surface brightness of the inner disk (μ0,in)
from the model fit that included the disk break properly and those from the model
fit with no break (μ0,NB) for Type II disk galaxies. Central surface brightness
of disks is corrected for inclination.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
break on the luminosity ratios such as B/T, D/T, and Bar/T.
In Figure 10, we show the differences of B/T, D/T, and Bar/T
estimated from the fits that ignored and included the disk break.
If the break is not accounted for, B/T and Bar/T ratios become
smaller and D/T becomes larger compared to the fits when the
break is included. The median with standard deviation of B/T
is 0.91 ± 0.13, Bar/T is 0.76 ± 0.19, and D/T is 1.04 ± 0.07
when the break is ignored.
The reason why B/T and Bar/T increase when we introduce
a break in the disk model is that the inner part of the Type II disk
is shallower than the outer one. Therefore, ignoring a break and
modeling a galaxy with a single exponential profile will result
in flux being transferred from both the bulge and the bar to the
disk. As a result, the model overestimates the disk in the inner
part of the galaxy where the bulge and bar lie and the bulge and
bar components are underestimated. For example, if we ignore
the break and try to model galaxies, the Bar/T can be nearly
0 for some galaxies (bottom panel of Figure 10), even though
there are clear bars in the 3.6 μm image. While the impact on
the total disk flux is not significant, it will have a large impact
on the bulge and especially on the bar, underestimating their
true luminosity/mass. This demonstrates that, although it is a
complicating feature, accounting for disk breaks is critical for
the study of the bulge and bar. It should be noted that there is a
considerable dispersion in the differences in disk scale lengths
and luminosity ratios, so one cannot simply correct a fit without
including the break using some a posteriori rule.
6.2. Implications
Many studies use the disk scale length as a key measurement
in studies of cosmic size evolution (e.g., Lilly et al. 1998;
Simard et al. 1999; Barden et al. 2005; Fathi et al. 2012).
However, these studies ignore the presence of the disk break
even though such breaks have been found out to redshift ∼1
(e.g., Pe´rez 2004; Trujillo & Pohlen 2005; Azzollini et al. 2008).
Although we have compared how much the inner and outer
disk scale lengths differ from the disk scale length from the
fit that ignored the disk break, there is an important thing to
consider. If a disk break is ignored, then the derived disk scale
length changes depending on how much of the disk is buried
under the lifted sky and the depth of the observation. If most
of the outer disk is buried under the sky, then the derived disk
scale length preferentially represents the inner part of the disk
that is longer for Type II and shorter for Type III. However,
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Figure 10. Comparisons of galaxy component luminosity ratios for Type II
disk galaxies when (a) galaxies are modeled with a disk model that includes
a break and (b) galaxies are modeled without a break, i.e., just with a single
exponential function. Top panel: Bulge-to-total ratio (B/T) estimated from a
disk model with a single exponential function, i.e., with no break (B/TNB), over
bulge-to-total luminosity ratio obtained from a disk model with the disk break
(B/TWB). Middle panel: same as top panel, but for disk-to-total ratio (D/T).
Bottom panel: same as the top panel, but for bar-to-total ratio (Bar/T).
for nearby galaxies observed in depth and if the outer disk
is covered sufficiently, the derived disk scale length becomes
shorter for Type II and longer for Type III. Therefore, disk
scale lengths obtained from galaxies observed with different
limiting surface brightnesses may represent different parts of
disks. Thus, special care should be taken to avoid comparing
disk scale lengths that represent different parts of disks. This
effect can be non-negligible in the study of the size evolution
of disk galaxies using disk scale lengths to determine whether
they scale with H−1(z) or H−2/3(z), where H (z) is the Hubble
parameter at redshift z.
Central surface brightness of disks is found to show a bimodal
distribution (Sorce et al. 2013), and two peaks are separated by 2
mag. However, the distribution of the central surface brightness
will be changed if we include a break in the model fit. Our result
shows that central surface brightness of galaxies decreases by
∼0.45 mag in median if disk breaks are properly modeled.
Therefore we expect the distribution will be changed, but, the
bimodality may still be in place.
7. SUMMARY
We have performed 2D decomposition of 3.6 μm images
from the S4G for 144 nearby barred spiral galaxies. Our
sample covers various Hubble types and stellar masses from
109 M to 1011 M. Galaxies are decomposed with up to four
subcomponents—bulge, disk, bar, and a point source. Because
a majority of disk galaxies show at least one break in their radial
profiles in the disk, we fit the disks with models that have a
break. A one-page summary of our main results for each galaxy
is given in Appendix B. These decompositions provide a number
of important structural parameters, such as bulge effective radius
and Se´rsic index, disk scale length, bar radius, and bar Se´rsic
index. We summarize our results as follows:
1. We find that rbr/Rbar behave differently for galaxies with
prominent bulges and for those with less prominent bulges.
For galaxies with B/T  0.1, rbr/Rbar remains constant
as the bulge becomes prominent. As a function of B/T,
rbr/Rbar forms a tighter sequence than as a function of
Hubble types or stellar mass. However, galaxies with small
bulges (B/T < 0.1) exhibit a wide range of rbr/Rbar, with a
slightly increased median rbr/Rbar.
2. Different trends of rbr/Rbar with B/T suggest that the
mechanisms responsible for the break may be different
for galaxies with B/T < 0.1 and B/T  0.1. Breaks
in galaxies with B/T  0.1 may be related to the OLR
of the bar. As a bar grows, the break is also pushed
out, keeping rbr/Rbar constant. For galaxies with less
conspicuous bulges, while the bar-only resonance may
generate a break, other elements may be more efficient in
creating breaks. Those elements include spiral-bar coupled
resonances and a star formation threshold, which will
increase and add scatter in the rbr/Rbar distribution.
3. In Type II (down-bending) disk galaxies the median inner
disk scale length is 2.10 times larger than the median outer
disk scale length. Thus, if the break is ignored, then the
derived disk scale length (h) becomes smaller than that of
the inner disk (hin) and becomes larger than that of the outer
one (hout). The median ratios are h/hin ∼ 0.69 and h/hout
∼ 1.42. Hence, it is important to model disk breaks in Type
II disk galaxies to derive proper disk scale lengths.
4. Modeling a galaxy without a break will result in a flux
transfer from both bulge and bar to the disk and thus
underestimate their true luminosity. If disk breaks are
neglected for Type II disks, B/T and Bar/T luminosity
ratios decrease by ∼10 and 25%, respectively, in median, as
compared to the fit that includes the break. D/T, however,
increases by ∼5%. Hence, to characterize both bar and
bulge accurately, it is essential to account for a disk break.
We have obtained structural parameters from sophisticated
2D decompositions, and there are many properties that we can
explore to understand the formation and the evolution of barred
galaxies. In a forthcoming paper, we will investigate the radial
light profiles of bars, to examine the relevance of the bulge
prominence in this context, and explore the outer shape of bars
to answer whether they vary with B/T or along the Hubble
sequence. We will also revisit the bar length and ellipticity and
their relation with B/T. Finally, we will explore the bar-driven
secular evolution of the disk.
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Figure 11. Comparison of (a) break radii (rbr), (b) deprojected bar radii (Rbar), and (c) rbr/Rbar estimated from this study (K13) and Mun˜oz-Mateos et al. (2013, M13).
Gray line indicates one-to-one line for comparison, and shaded regions cover 10%, 20%, and 50% deviation from one-to-one line, as indicated.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
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COMPARISONS WITH OTHER STUDIES
A.1. Structural Parameters from Different Methods
In this study we estimate structural parameters from a 2D
model fit, while most other studies on disk break are from
an azimuthally averaged radial profile. However, estimated
structural parameters may differ depending on adopted methods.
Therefore, to evaluate differences of structural parameters from
different methods, we compare rbr and Rbar estimated from this
study and those from Mun˜oz-Mateos et al. (2013) in Figure 11.
There are 88 galaxies in common, but after (1) removing galaxies
that have a break at an inner ring or a lens, (2) removing galaxies
classified as Type II.i by Mun˜oz-Mateos et al. (2013) and thus
break radii were not presented, and (3) choosing galaxies for
which both studies identified only one Type II disk break per
galaxy, we are left with 32 galaxies, and those are plotted
in Figure 11. Measurements of break and bar radii from two









Figure 12. Distribution of the outer ring radius (rOR) to break radius (rbr).
Galaxies that are classified to have an outer ring, pseudo-outer ring, or outer
ring lens are included. rOR is taken from Comero´n et al. (2013). The median
and the standard deviation of the distribution are presented in the upper right
corner, and the arrow indicates the median of the distribution.
studies agree within 20% except for a few galaxies. Figure 11(c),
however, shows that the ratio of the two (rbr/Rbar) differs by
up to 50%. So while the break and bar radius measurements
are in agreement, the ratio of the two differs significantly in
some cases. This shows that different methods of measuring
structural properties of galaxies can give us different results.
Thus, it is important to keep in mind such differences when
extrapolating results of the measurements and/or gathering
results from different studies.
A.2. Connection between Breaks and Outer Rings
Outer rings, whether they are closed authentic rings or tightly
wound spiral arms, are thought to be closely related to the
OLR (Schwarz 1981). They are located at around twice the
bar radius (Kormendy 1979; Athanassoula et al. 1982). Buta
(1995) published the Catalogue of Southern Ring Galaxies and
evaluated whether rings are related to orbital resonances with
a bar or oval. He showed that outer rings are likely tracers
of the location of the OLR, while inner rings are due to the
ultraharmonic resonance (see also Buta & Crocker 1991).
Outer rings can cause a change in the slope of disk profiles.
Indeed, many breaks occur at twice the bar radius (Erwin
et al. 2008; Mun˜oz-Mateos et al. 2013), as we confirm here.
Therefore, some breaks are likely to be associated with outer
rings. It is worth reviewing how rings populate along the
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Figure 13. Same as Figure 4, but for ESO013-016.
(The complete figure set (144 images) and color version are available in the online journal.)
Hubble sequence. Buta & Combes (1996) find that ∼10% of
disk galaxies exhibit outer rings, and ∼45% of disk galaxies
have inner rings based on the Third Reference Catalogue of
Bright Galaxies (de Vaucouleurs et al. 1991). Comero´n et al.
(2013) conduct a statistical study on 724 ring galaxies (including
pseudo-ring) from S4G and present the atlas, size, and frequency
of resonance rings (ARRAKIS: Atlas of Resonance Rings as
Known In the S4G). They show that the outer and inner rings
account for 16% ± 1% and 35% ± 1%, respectively. They also
find that outer rings are 1.7 times more common among barred
galaxies than among unbarred galaxies, while inner rings are
1.3 times more common among barred galaxies than among
unbarred galaxies (also see results of Laurikainen et al. 2013
from Near-Infrared S0 Survey). Interestingly, they find that
outer rings are mostly in Hubble stages −1  T  4 while
inner rings are distributed broadly covering −1  T  7. As
outer rings are usually thought to be limited by the OLR of the
bar (Schwarz 1981; Athanassoula et al. 2009), this is consistent
with our result that galaxies with B/T  0.1 (early-type disks)
have constant rbr/RBar and exhibit less scatter of rbr/RBar than
galaxies with B/T < 0.1 (late-type disks) do. We examine
whether the location of the break is related to the outer ring,
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which has been pointed out by Pohlen & Trujillo (2006) and
Erwin et al. (2008). Using the MIR classification (Buta et al.
2010; R. Buta et al., in preparation) that is also presented in
Table 1 and outer ring radius data from ARRAKIS (Comero´n
et al. 2013), out of 144 galaxies, we find 60 galaxies that are
classified to have an outer ring (including pseudo-outer ring
and outer ring lens), and whose outer ring radii are presented.
Among them, there are 24 galaxies in which we find the break
at the edge of inner ring or lens. We examine the other 36
galaxies and plot the distribution of the outer ring radius (rOR)
to break radius (rbr) in Figure 12. We find that 83% (30/36)
of the outer ring galaxies in our sample show outer rings
between 0.8×rbr and 1.2×rbr. In particular, NGC 210 and
NGC 5101 have two outer rings (including outer ring lens)
in those region. If we confine to the outer rings that arise
between 0.9×rbr and 1.1×rbr, we find that 64% of ring galaxies
(23/36) possess an outer ring at the break. Those galaxies have
rbr/Rbar ∼1–3.5, and 0B/T < 0.5. Although we find breaks at
the edge of inner rings or lenses for some galaxies, such galaxies
may also have a second break at the outer ring. Therefore, we
visually examine surface brightness profiles of such galaxies
and find that additionally 12 out of 24 galaxies with an inner
ring or a lens have another break at the outer (pseudo-)ring.
To summarize, out of all barred galaxies with an outer ring
(60 galaxies), we find that more than half of them (∼70% for
0.8 rOR/rbr  1.2, and ∼58% for 0.9 rOR/rbr  1.1) show
a break at the outer ring. However, ∼8% (5/60) of our sample
barred galaxies with an outer ring do not show a break in their
radial profile. Also there are nine galaxies24 that have two outer
rings or an outer ring with an outer ring lens (Buta et al. 2010;
R. Buta et al., in preparation). Half of them show a break at the
outer-outer ring; however, for the other half of them, we find the
break at another position.
J. Laine et al. (in preparation) also find that break radii of
about half of the Type II disk galaxies are associated with ring
features (including outer rings, outer pseudo-rings, and outer
ring lenses). In particular, they find that breaks in earlier Hubble
type disk galaxies (T < 3) are closely related to ring features.
Outer rings are thought to be located at resonances; therefore,
our results imply that breaks also arise at the resonance.
There is a possibility that outer rings would cause the break
photometrically. However, the outer ring may cause the break
physically. As inner disk matter beyond the RCR pushed outward,
matter is piled up at the outer ring, which would make the
inner disk flatter and the outer edge of the outer ring fall steep.
Therefore, as the outer ring forms, the inner disk becomes flat
to have increased disk scale length and fainter central surface
brightness.
APPENDIX B
SUMMARY PAGE OF THE FITTING RESULT
We present a summary page of the 2D fitting result of sample
galaxies in Figure 13. A complete figure set for 144 galaxies is
available in the online journal.
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